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District Deputy STC must memorize this work. 

 

The Secret Work must be presented after the  

 

Prologue/Royal Court 

 

or 

 

Short Form Initiation of New Members 
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SECRET WORK 

 

(After Prologue and Royal/Court or Short Form for Initiation) 

 

GTC:  (1 Rap) The Forest will come to order.  Brother Guide, you 

will present the Candidates before the Altar.  (To Candidates)  You 

will now be instructed in the Secret Work by the District Deputy 

Supreme Tall Cedar. 

 

DDSTC:  The sign of a Tall Cedar is (give sign).  This is called the 

Hewing Sign and is symbolic of your labor as a hewer of wood in 

Lebanon.  Upon entering or retiring from the Forest, crossing or re-

crossing in front of the Altar, or rising to address the Grand Tall 

Cedar, you will advance and give this sign to the Grand Tall Cedar 

who will answer in this manner, (show response) (give sign) thus 

signifying that everything that goes on in the Forest is to be kept 

secret. 

 

The Password is _______. (Have candidates repeat the password) 

 

The Test is- (Addressing the Guide) Brother Guide, are you a Tall 

Cedar? 

 

Guide: You bet 

 

DDSTC: What else? 

 

Guide:  A ___________ 
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DDSTC:  Brother Senior and Junior Deputies, you will demonstrate 

the Grip of a Tall Cedar. The Grip is made thus ______.  There 

should be no confusion here.  This is a grip and not a handshake.  

Therefore, the Grip should be made without the rocking back and 

forth clasped hands. 

 

Brother Senior and Junior Deputies, give the Candidates the Grip of a 

Tall Cedar. 

 

The sign of welcome to the Supreme Officers is made by giving the 

Hewing sign three times and saying in a loud voice “Welcome” with 

each sign.  (Demonstrate by saying Welcome three times with the 

hewing sign) 
 

The Response to the Invocation and the Benediction is “May it ever 

be thus”.  (Have the candidate repeat the response) 

 

You will receive from the Scribe the card for the current year, which 

will admit you to this and any other Forest.  Without it you will be 

unable to gain admission to any Forest. 

 

The headgear of a Tall Cedar is the Pyramid.  As you can see it has a 

very unique design, with three very distinct sides.  One side 

represents your life as a man, one side represents your life as a Mason 

and one side represents your life as a Tall Cedar and the three great 

teachings of Cedarism, fun, frolic, and fellowship.  The piping or the 

binding represents the binding together of Brother Master Masons in 

our great Fraternity known as the Tall Cedars of Lebanon.  The tassel 

represents the Tall Cedar Foundation with its special concern for our 

charity, to find a cure for and prevention of muscular diseases.  As a 

Tall Cedar, wear this Pyramid with pride.  It should always be worn 
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at the meeting of the Forest and at such other times as requested by 

the Grand Tall Cedar.  Pyramids should be removed at meetings only 

during the opening exercises, Royal Court obligation, Prayer, and the 

Memorial Rite.  When the flag of our country is passing in parade or 

review, remove Pyramid with right hand and hold at left shoulder.  If 

in uniform, do not remove Pyramid but give hand salute.  Veterans 

may have pyramids on and give hand salute during the Pledge of 

Allegiance to the Flag of our Country and the National Anthem. It is 

my pleasure to now invest you with your Pyramid.  (Distribute 

Pyramids) 
 

You are now duly obligated Tall Cedars. But before you can learn the 

skill to hew timber, it will be necessary for you to receive further 

instruction and be obligated as Sidonians. We are told in Holy Writ 

that “There are none among us who can skill to hew timber like unto 

to the Sidonians,” and only to duly obligated Tall Cedars may their 

secrets be imparted. 

 

Theses secrets will be given to you in the Sidonian Degree which is 

to follow (or at some future time).  It teaches that the real spirit of 

Tall Cedarism is the spirit of mirth and enjoyment.  A regular Cedar 

is a gentleman, a credit to society and to our Order.  He scatters 

sunshine, dispels gloom, spreads good cheer, and is full of joy and 

laughter.  Fun, Frolic, and Fellowship are the three great teachings of 

this Degree.  Let your Fun be always clean and harmless, your Frolic 

full of innocent merriment, and your Fellowship sincere in its 

friendliness and sociability.  Thus, will you prove that you have 

caught the true spirit of Tall Cedarism and that you are a good Friend, 

a good Brother, and a good Sidonian.  
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Tall Cedars permit me to congratulate you upon becoming a member 

of__________________, Forest No ___. 

 

This is one of the best organizations to which you may belong.  

However, you will only get out of Cedarism what you put into it. 

Take an active part in your Forest for there is place for you on the 

Degree team, Royal Rangers, Chanters, Band, Clowns, and various 

Committees, which will welcome you.  Be an active Cedar and make 

wishes know to your Grand Tall Cedar or any Officer in the Forest.  

Also, visit the other Forests in your District, where you will be most 

welcome.  The other Forests in your District are:  (Give a list of 

Forest, Numbers and locations within the District) In addition to 

these, your dues card will admit you to any Forest in the Cedar 

Kingdom.   

 

Attend your Forest meetings and other social events, where you will 

enjoy the real spirit of good fellowship.  If possible, take your family 

to the Supreme Forest Convention, held annually, where you will be 

associating with many Tall Cedars and their families who are 

enjoying Cedarism at its finest.  While there, attend the meetings and 

see how the Supreme Forest operates. 

 

Attend the Annual meeting of your Forest at which time the Officers 

for the following year are elected.  Attend all Cedar meetings where 

you will have many hours of enjoyment in the Fraternal company of 

your Masonic Brothers. 

 

I again congratulate you and thank you for allowing me to assist you 

in becoming a member of                        Forest, No.          . 
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New Tall Cedars please turn and face the membership.  Please join 

with me in welcoming these new Tall Cedars. (Applause) 

 

Grand Tall Cedar I now return your station to you. 

 

GTC: New members welcome to              Forest No.         

At this time I would invite the Tall Cedar Foundation Trustee to 

present a Foundation Rose to our new members.         

 

(The TCL Foundation Trustee or his representative comes forward 

and presents a rose to each member.) 

 

GTC: At this time I would invite anyone who has a presentation 

to our new members to come forward. 

 

GTC: We will now proceed with the remaining business. 

 

(At this point the GTC returns to the agenda for the meeting) 


